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Abstract

Shavell (2005) studied the optimality of minimum asset requirements within a frame-work

in which individuals can influence the probability of an accident. We reinvestigate Shavellʼs

model for the opposite accident scenario, in which individuals can influence the magnitude of

harm, and find different policy implications. In particular, we show that it could be optimal to

completely ban judgment-proof individuals from participating in a potentially harmful activity.

We also examine the effect of liability insurance, and find that regulatory authorities should

tighten standards relative to the pure asset requirement and that liability insurance increases

social welfare.
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I. Introduction

Regulatory authorities have long been aware of the possibility that actors in hazardous ac-

tivities may go bankrupt due to their insufficient levels of asset, in which case their incentive to

exert enough care in operating their businesses tends to be weak.
1

This could potentially pose
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a large threat for our society as improperly handled hazardous wastes could bring us a

devastating result, incurring billions of dollars nationwide (Boyd (2001)). In response to this

issue, regulatory agencies often require individuals participating in potentially harmful activities

such as driving, construction, and transportation of hazardous wastes to maintain a certain level

of assets as a precondition for their permits for operation. As their assets are at stake, the

actors in hazardous activities have stronger incentive to comply with the law and manage the

risk in operating their businesses, as argued by the proponents of such mandatory financial

requirements (see Abraham (2010), Jerry and Richmond (2012), and Dobbyn and French

(2016)). Although this type of regulation, called minimum asset requirement, is commonly

associated with automobiles, it is frequently adopted in other domains as well, including

hazardous waste, construction, and banking operation.
2

Shavell (2005) formally studied the issues related to minimum asset requirements when

some individuals are judgment proof.
3

He provided intuitive conditions on the optimal asset

requirement, and studied the effect of liability insurance on individual behavior and social

welfare when asset requirements were in effect. His analysis adopted the standard model in the

literature in which an individualʼs precautionary choices influence the probability of an accident

but not the magnitude of harm from the accident should it occur; this model is a description of

many realistic accident situations such as driving and construction. However, there are other

situations in which an individualʼs influence on the likelihood of an accident is limited whereas

the magnitude of harm from the accident crucially depends on the level of precaution taken,

and it is not clear if Shavellʼs results would hold in this type of accident scenario. Indeed, as

shown by Dari-Mattiacci and De Geest (2005), individual incentives and behavior are quite

different between these two accident scenarios, and therefore they could generate different
policy implications for asset requirements.

4
To study this issue, in this paper, we reinvestigate

Shavellʼs model with the assumption that an individual can influence the magnitude of harm

from an accident but not the likelihood of the accident occurring.

In Section II, we first characterize the optimal minimum asset requirement, showing that

there exists an asset threshold that divides the total population into two groups: individuals with

higher assets who exhibit compliant behavior, thereby making socially optimal precaution and

engagement decisions, and individuals with lower assets who exhibit noncompliant behavior,

thereby exerting no precaution whatsoever and engaging in the potentially harmful activity too

often from the social point of view. We show that such stark behavior adopted by individuals

produces policy implications that are different from those found by Shavell. In particular, when
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noncompliant behavior imposes substantial losses on society, it could be optimal for the

regulatory authority to completely ban noncompliant individuals by allowing only wealthy

individuals who are willing to abide by the socially optimal behavior. This is in contrast to the

finding of Shavell, who argued that society should always allow some marginally judgment-

proof individuals to participate in the harmful activity.

In Section III, we introduce liability insurance to our basic model. Although pure asset

requirements are often used in practice, a more widely adopted policy measure is a financial

responsibility requirement under which individuals with insufficient assets can still engage in

the activity if they can satisfy the requirement by purchasing sufficient insurance coverage.
5

Thus, it is important to know how a regulatory authority should revise its standards when

including insurance coverage in the requirement, and whether liability insurance may improve

social welfare. We show that the regulatory authority should tighten the standard when in-

cluding insurance coverage in the requirement: that is, the optimal financial responsibility

requirement should be higher than the optimal pure asset requirement. We also show that, as

found by Shavell, social welfare is greater under the optimal financial responsibility re-

quirement in the absence of insurance-related moral hazard, which assures us that liability

insurance tends to improve a judgment-proof individualʼs precaution and engagement deci-

sions under two radically different accident scenarios.
Our paper contributes to the literature on policies and regulations that improve a judgment-

proof individualʼs incentive and behavior. Since the early contributions by Summers (1983),

Landes and Posner (1984), and Shavell (1986), scholars have discussed and proposed various

policy measures to alleviate the adverse consequences that arise from the judgment-proof

problem: for instance, departing from compensatory damages may improve a judgment-proof

individualʼs behavior;
6
lowering negligence standards for judgment-proof individuals has been

shown to increase their precaution levels;
7
and the imposition of vicarious liability, under the

doctrine of respondeat superior, on parent firms or lenders could induce efficient behavior.
8

In

this vain, Shavell (2005) analyzed the benefits and costs of using minimum asset requirements,

which have been extensively used among policy makers in practice. However, despite the prac-

tical importance of minimum asset requirements as a remedy to judgment-proof problems, to

the best of our knowledge they have not been formally studied since Shavellʼs contribution.
9
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Our paper contributes to this literature by suggesting policy implications about asset and

liability insurance requirements under a radically different accident scenario.
Our paper is also related to the literature on the usage of compulsory liability insurance as

a way of ameliorating the judgment-proof problem. In line with previous works,
10

we show

that the existence of insurance policies generally improves a judgment-proof individualʼs

behavior in the absence of insurance-related moral hazard.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our basic model

and studies minimum asset requirements. Section III introduces liability insurance to our basic

model, and compares pure asset requirements and financial responsibility requirements. Finally,

Section IV offers concluding remarks. All mathematical proofs are in the Appendix.

II. Minimum Asset Requirements

We consider a regulatory situation in which a unit mass of risk-neutral individuals may

choose to engage in a potentially harmful activity. In this section we formally describe this

situation with the following variables:

• g≥0: the gain to an individual from engaging in the activity with a continuous density

f(g)>0 on ℝ,

• x≥0: the level of care exercised by an individual,
11

• p∈(0,1): the probability of an accident,

• h(x)≥0: the magnitude of harm in the event of an accident, where h′<0 and h′′>0,

and

• y≥0: the level of assets of an individual with a continuous density w(y)>0 on ℝ.

The main difference from the model analyzed in the literature is that the probability of an

accident is fixed while the magnitude of harm is endogenous and influenced by the individualʼs

precaution effort. It should be noted that in our framework the judgment-proof problem is

inevitable as long as the maximum magnitude of harm, h(0), is sufficiently large: an individual

can strategically choose a low level of care leading to h(x)>y, subjecting himself to be

judgment proof in the event of an accident.

If an individual engages in the activity, the social gain is the individualʼs private benefit g,

and the social cost is the sum of the individualʼs precaution cost x and the expected cost of

harm ph(x) . Thus, social welfare is the integral of g−(x+ph(x)) over all individuals who

engage in the activity. To maximize social welfare, each participating individual must choose x

so as to minimize the social cost: that is, he must choose x such that

1=−ph′(x).
Let us denote the first-best precaution level by x＊, which we assume to be positive. Therefore,

to maximize social welfare, an individual must engage in the activity only when his private

gain exceeds the minimized social cost:
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g≥x＊+ph(x＊).

When does an individual have the incentive to abide by the socially optimal behavior

prescribed above? Assuming strict liability, an individualʼs expected cost from engaging in the

activity is

min
x

x+p⋅miny, h(x).

Let us denote the solution of this problem as x(y). An individual with asset y will choose x(y)

upon engagement, bearing the expected cost of x(y)+p⋅miny, h(x(y)), and therefore he will

choose to engage in the activity if his private gain is greater than his expected cost:

g≥x(y)+p⋅miny, h(x(y)).

The following lemma shows that the individualʼs behavior may not be socially optimal if y is

small.

Lemma 1. If an individual’s asset y is sufficiently high, that is, if

y≥h(x＊)+x＊/p≡y,

his engagement and precaution decisions are socially optimal. Otherwise, he takes no precau-

tion at all upon engagement and may engage in the activity when it is socially undesirable.

This finding is illustrated in Figure 1. The shaded area denoted by compliance represents

the individuals who participate in the activity and exert optimal care. These individuals bear

the full costs of an accident under optimal care, and therefore their engagement decision is

optimal. By contrast, the blue area denoted by noncompliance represents the individuals who

engage in the activity but exert no effort whatsoever. Although these individuals impose social

costs of ph(0), their private costs are only py: their choice of effort subjects themselves to be

judgment proof in the event of an accident, in which case they just forfeit their entire assets,

thereby leaving victims partially uncompensated for accident losses. Thus, these noncompliant

individuals engage in the activity as long as their private gains are higher than their private

costs, g≥py, exhibiting suboptimal engagement decisions. The rest of the population, denoted

by no engagement, represents the individuals who do not engage in the activity because their
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gains are insufficient to cover their costs.

This lemma shows that an individualʼs behavior is not socially optimal if his asset y is

small. First, poor individuals have less incentive to exert care because they bear only a part of

the harm incurred from their activities. Second, they may engage in the activity when it is

socially undesirable: this happens because their private cost is lower than the social cost from

their activities, thereby inducing them to engage in the activity too often from the social point

of view.

In contrast to the findings of Shavell who showed x to be a continuous function of y, we

find that an individualʼs choice of x is stark, either x=0 or x=x＊, which is essentially the

result obtained by Dari-Mattiacci and De Geest (2005). Such noncompliant behavior of poor

individuals makes the activity particularly harmful for society when the magnitude of harm is

endogenous because the individuals with y<y exercise no precaution whatsoever, thereby

imposing the maximum possible harm on society in the event of an accident. Moreover, the

asset threshold that divides the judgment-proof and solvent groups differs radically between the

two approaches. Whereas Shavell showed that such an asset threshold is equal to the

magnitude of harm that is exogenously fixed, the threshold in our endogenous-harm framework

is given by y=h(x＊)+x＊/p, which is determined endogenously in the model.

When the noncompliant behavior of poor individuals incurs substantial social losses, the

judgment-proof problem could be ameliorated by using appropriate regulatory measures that

deter individuals who should not engage in the potentially harmful activity. To this end,

suppose that the regulatory authority can regulate entry into the activity by use of an asset

requirement, and therefore individuals cannot engage in the activity unless their assets are at

least y.

Given an individualʼs decision rule from Lemma 1, social welfare as a function of the asset

requirement y can be written as

S(y)=y



x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy (1)

+y

y

py



(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)dy

where the first expression is the social welfare from compliance, and the second expression is

the social welfare from noncompliance. As the individuals with y≥y make socially optimal

decisions, it is straightforward to find that the optimal asset requirement, denoted by y＊, cannot

exceed y.

Lemma 2. y＊≤y.

For the following analysis, it is convenient to define a continuous and increasing function

v(k)≡Eg|g≥pk for k∈0, y with v≡v(0) and v≡v(y). This function represents the average

gain for the individuals engaging in the activity from the asset group with y=k: if an individual

has asset k≤y, he bears private costs pk upon engagement, and therefore he participates in the

activity if and only if g≥pk.
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To understand the benefit and cost of imposing an asset requirement, from (1) we have for

y<y:

S′ (y)=py



(ph(0)−g)f(g)dgw(y)

=py

ph(0)

(ph(0)−g)f(g)dg−ph(0)



(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)
where the first part inside the parentheses represents the benefit from excluding the low-gain

individuals who should not engage, and the second part represents the cost of excluding the

high-gain individuals who should have engaged. Thus, the optimal minimum asset require-

ment should balance these marginal benefits and marginal costs, as the following proposition

demonstrates.

Proposition 1. There exists a unique optimal minimum asset requirement y＊. More precisely:

(1) interior solution: y＊∈(0, y) such that ph(0)=v(y＊) if and only if ph(0)∈(v, v)

(2) corner solution: (i) y＊=0 if and only if ph(0)≤v and (ii) y＊=y if and only if ph(0)≥v

We provide explanations for the proposition in the following with three corollaries. When

the expected harm from noncompliance is relatively small (i.e., ph(0)≤v), it is desirable to

impose no restriction on entry to the activity (i.e., y＊=0). However, as the noncompliant

behavior becomes detrimental (i.e., ph(0) increases), society can benefit from excluding the

poorest individuals by setting y＊>0 because they are likely to choose to participate even when

their gains from the activity are negligible. Thus, the necessary and sufficient condition for

regulating entry (i.e., y＊>0) to be socially desirable is that the expected harm from

noncompliance is greater than the average gain accruing to the poorest (i.e., ph(0)>v). This

observation from the proposition is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 1. y＊>0 if and only if ph(0)>v.

Shavell obtained an analogous condition in his setting because, in essence, the behavior of

the poorest is the same in his model and our model: the individual with no asset bears no

private cost upon engagement in the activity, and therefore he is always willing to participate in

the activity without exerting any effort.

When the expected harm from noncompliance is moderate (i.e., ph(0)∈(v, v)), we obtain

an interior solution characterized by

ph(0)=v(y＊) (2)

which shows that y＊ increases as ph(0) increases because v(⋅) is an increasing function. This

observation from the proposition is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 2. y＊ increases as ph(0) increases as long as ph(0)∈(v, v).

The right-hand side of equation (2) is
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v(y＊)=Eg|g≥py＊

which represents the average gain from the individuals (with asset y＊) participating in the

activity. The left-hand side is the expected harm from noncompliance. Thus, social welfare

from allowing the individuals with asset y＊ is 0 because social gains and losses are the same

according to equation (2). Then, it follows that social welfare from allowing the individuals

with asset y<y＊ (respectively, y>y＊) is negative (respectively, positive) because v(⋅) is an

increasing function. That is, while social losses represented by ph(0) are constant, social gains

represented by v(y) is lower than v(y＊) for y<y＊ and higher than v(y＊) for y>y＊ . This is

why the optimal minimum asset requirement allows the individuals only with asset higher than

or equal to y＊.

As the expected harm from noncompliance increases, the regulatory authority seeks to

increase the asset requirement, banning more asset groups from engaging in the activity. One

particular group of individuals deserves a specific mention: the individuals with asset y=h(x＊).

Some individuals with asset y=h(x＊) are in the noncompliance zone because h(x＊)<y .
12

Thus, if social welfare from their engagement is negative, it is socially desirable to prevent

them from engaging in the activity. This observation from the proposition is summarized in the

following corollary.
13

Corollary 3. y＊>h(x＊) if and only if ph(0)>v(h(x＊)).

Shavell showed that the optimal minimum asset requirement should be always smaller

than the magnitude of accident harm, but Corollary 3 describes a different picture in our

framework. Suppose the regulatory authority estimates that the magnitude of harm from

compliance (i.e., h(x＊)) is one million dollars. With this information about the level of harm

from hazardous activities, if the authority follows the advice from Shavell, it should set the

minimum asset requirement lower than one million dollars. In contrast, Corollary 3 suggests

that the authority may have to set the minimum asset requirement higher than one million

dollars under some conditions. This finding suggests that the nature of accident problem (i.e.,

whether the magnitude of harm is exogenous as in Shavellʼs model or endogenous as in our

model) is crucial in setting the optimal minimum asset requirement.

As a final remark about Proposition 1, if the expected harm from noncompliance is very

large, the regulatory authority may seek to exclude all noncompliance asset groups from en-

gaging in the activity, permitting only compliance groups to participate. This is in contrast to

Shavellʼs finding. He argued that the regulatory authority should always allow some judgment-

proof individuals to participate in the activity: as individual precaution is continuous in asset

when the magnitude of harm is exogenous, marginally lowering the asset requirement from the
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level of harm, and thereby allowing marginally judgment-proof individuals to participate, causes

no first-order loss in social welfare because incentives for the newly admitted individuals are

essentially optimal, whereas their engagement generates positive first-order gains in social

welfare. This is not true in our endogenous-harm framework: as all judgment-proof individuals

exert no precaution whatsoever, thereby imposing the maximum possible harm on society, their

engagement causes first-order losses in social welfare. Thus, it could be socially preferable to

allow engagement only by wealthy individuals who are willing to comply with the socially

optimal behavior.

These findings suggest that the endogeneity of accident harm has important policy im-

plications for using minimum asset requirements, which, to the best of our knowledge, have not

previously been addressed in the literature. In the next section, we examine the optimal choice

of regulatory standards when individuals with insufficient assets are allowed to satisfy the

requirement by purchasing insurance coverage.

III. Minimum Asset and Liability Insurance Requirements

In this section, we examine how regulatory standards should be changed when individuals

are allowed to satisfy the requirement by purchasing insurance coverage. To this end, we

introduce additional variables as follows:

• z≥0: the financial responsibility requirement,

• c≥0: insurance coverage in the event of an accident, and

• π≥0: the insurance premium where π=pc (i.e., insurance products are actuarially

fair).
14

Under a financial responsibility requirement z, a poor individual with y<z can still

participate in the activity if he buys sufficient insurance coverage to satisfy the following

inequality:

y−π+c≥z.

Assuming that insurance products are actuarially fair (i.e., π=pc), the inequality above can be

reduced to

y+(1−p)c≥z.

As an individualʼs budget is limited to his asset, the maximum insurance coverage that can be

bought is c=y/p, which is the amount of insurance when the individual spends all his asset on

buying insurance coverage. Thus, the aforementioned inequalities imply that an individual with

y<z can still engage in the activity if y≥pz .
15

This observation implies that a financial
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responsibility requirement tends to allow more individuals to engage in the activity than an

asset requirement.

In the following analysis, we demonstrate that the optimal financial responsibility require-

ment, z＊, is higher than the optimal minimum asset requirement, y＊, and that the former

improves social welfare relative to the latter. To this end, we first state our basic findings

about an individualʼs behavior under a financial responsibility requirement in the following

lemma.

Lemma 3. There are three types of individuals depending on their levels of asset: y<pz,

y∈pz, z), and y≥z.

1. The individuals with assets y≥z will not buy insurance coverage when engaging in

the activity; if they engage in the activity, they choose x=x＊ if y≥y, and x=0

otherwise.

2. The individuals with assets y∈pz, z) will buy the minimum necessary coverage c>0

such that y−π+c=z when engaging in the activity; if they engage in the activity,

they choose x=x＊ if z≥y, and x=0 otherwise.

3. The individuals with assets y<pz cannot engage in the activity.

If the regulatory authority imposes the strictest requirement, z=y, all asset groups eligi-

ble for engagement make socially optimal decisions. According to Lemma 3, the individuals

with y≥y (i) do not purchase insurance coverage, (ii) exert optimal precaution upon en-

gagement, and (iii) engage if and only if g≥x＊+ph(x＊) . The individuals with y∈py, y) (i)

purchase insurance coverage such that y−π+c=y, (ii) exert optimal precaution upon

engagement, and (iii) engage if and only if g≥x＊+ph(x＊). The rest of the population cannot

participate because they cannot satisfy the financial responsibility requirement. This situation is

illustrated in Figure 2. Observe that all individuals are either in the compliance zone or in the

no-engagement zone. Thus, social welfare under z=y is
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T(y)=py



x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy. (3)

If the regulatory authority adopts a more lenient requirement, z<y, a rich individualʼs

behavior will be the same according to Lemma 3: the individuals with y≥y>z (i) do not

purchase insurance coverage, (ii) exert optimal precaution upon engagement, and (iii) engage if

and only if g≥x＊+ph(x＊). However, the individuals with y∈pz, y) exhibit radically different

behavior. According to Lemma 3, the individuals with y∈z, y) (i) do not purchase insurance

coverage, (ii) exert no precaution upon engagement, and (iii) engage if and only if g≥py. The

individuals with y∈pz, z) (i) purchase insurance coverage such that y−π+c=z, (ii) exert no

precaution upon engagement, and (iii) engage if and only if g≥pz. The rest of the population

cannot participate because they cannot satisfy the financial responsibility requirement. This

situation is illustrated in Figure 3. Thus, social welfare under z<y is

T(z)=pz

z

pz



(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)dy+z

y

py



(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)dy

+y



x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy. (4)

To find z＊, it is sufficient to consider z≤y as the following lemma states. To understand

this lemma, consider z′>y . Then, according to Lemma 3, the individuals with assets y≥pz

make precaution and engagement decisions that are socially optimal, whereas the others with

assets y<pz cannot engage. Then, reducing z′ to z′′>y increases social welfare because the

individuals with assets y∈pz′′ , pz′ ) are induced to engage with optimal decisions, and other

individuals behave in the same way. Therefore, we must have z＊≤y as the following lemma

states.
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Lemma 4. z＊≤y.

Observe that at z=y, there is a discrete upward jump in social welfare because the

individuals with y∈py, y), who were in the noncompliance zone under z<y, change their

behavior to compliance under z=y. This discontinuity suggests that z=y could be optimal for

a wide range of parameter values, as suggested in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. There exists y
∈0, y) such that z＊∉y, y).

We are now ready to state our main results regarding the comparison of z＊ and y＊:

Proposition 2. We have y＊≤z＊. More precisely:

1. 0=y＊≤z＊ if ph(0)≤v

2. 0<y＊<z＊ if ph(0)∈(v, v)

3. y=y＊=z＊ if ph(0)≥v

When the expected harm from noncompliance is negligible, it is socially beneficial not to

impose any restriction on entry, under both the pure asset requirement and the financial

responsibility requirement. As noncompliance becomes more harmful, under the pure asset

requirement the regulatory authority should exclude the asset groups at the bottom of the asset

distribution, thus imposing y＊>0 . In this case, we find that the regulatory authority should

tighten the requirement, that is, z＊>y＊, when allowing individuals to satisfy the requirement

with insurance coverage. To see the intuition for this finding, observe that marginally

increasing z at z=y＊ has a positive effect on social welfare:

T′ (y＊)=p(ph(0)−py＊)f(py＊)py＊
y＊

w(y)dy>0.

The engagement decisions of the asset groups with y∈(py＊, y＊) improve under a stricter

requirement: because they should purchase greater insurance coverage than before, thereby

bearing higher private costs, they choose to engage in the activity when their private gains are

larger. Observe that higher deterrence for these asset groups is beneficial: as ph(0)=v(y＊) and

v(⋅) is an increasing function, we have ph(0)>v(y) for y∈(py＊, y＊). Therefore, social welfare

from these asset groups increases if z increases marginally at z=y＊.

This proposition, together with the result from the previous section, provides us with the

following information about the lower bound for z＊. This result follows immediately because

the regulatory authority should tighten its standards under a financial responsibility requirement.

Corollary 4. For k<y, we have z＊>k if ph(0)>v(k).

Our final result demonstrates that the regulatory authority can improve social welfare by

allowing individuals to satisfy the requirement with insurance coverage.
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Proposition 3. We have S(y＊)≤T(z＊). More precisely:

1. S(y＊)≤T(z＊) if ph(0)≤v

2. S(y＊)<T(z＊) if ph(0)>v

If the expected harm from noncompliance is negligible, it is beneficial not to impose any

restriction on entry to the activity, both under the pure asset requirement and under the financial

responsibility requirement. As all individuals behave in the same way when there is no

restriction, social welfare is the same in both policy regimes. However, as the noncompliance

behavior becomes more harmful to society, the regulatory authority should exclude the

individuals at the bottom of the asset distribution by imposing an asset requirement that each

participating individual should satisfy. In this case, insurance coverage tends to improve

individual behavior: the individuals participating from low asset groups are in effect induced to

bear higher private costs by purchasing insurance coverage under the financial responsibility

requirement than under the pure asset requirement. Although this effect does not ameliorate the

precaution decisions of those individuals, it increases deterrence of these asset groups because

they engage in the activity when their private gains are higher than under the pure asset

requirement. Thus, the regulatory authority can improve social welfare under the financial

responsibility requirement as shown in Proposition 3.

This result, together with Shavellʼs, assures us that liability insurance tends to improve

social welfare regardless of the endogeneity of accident harm when insurance-related moral

hazard problems are absent.

IV. Concluding Remarks

When Shavell (2005) studied the benefits and costs of restricting entry to potentially haz-

ardous activities in the form of either pure asset requirements or financial responsibility re-

quirements, he employed a model in which the probability of an accident is endogenous but the

magnitude of harm in the event of an accident is exogenously fixed. We have reinvestigated

his findings in a framework in which the size of harm is endogenous and dependent on an

individualʼs precautionary choice in the manner of Dari-Mattiacci and De Geest (2005), and

found policy implications that differ from those of Shavellʼs.

We found that when harm is endogenous, individuals from the lower segment of the asset

distribution are induced to exhibit noncompliant behavior: they take no precaution at all,

thereby imposing the maximum possible harm on society, and engage in the activity too often

from the social point of view. We showed such noncompliant behavior to have important

consequences on policy measures. In particular, when the noncompliance behavior is quite

dangerous for society, it could be optimal to allow only wealthy individuals who are willing to

abide by the socially optimal behavior to engage in the activity. We also examined the

consequences of including liability insurance in the requirement, and found that the regulatory

authority should tighten its standards relative to the pure asset requirement. Furthermore, we

showed that liability insurance increases a judgment-proof individualʼs private costs, thereby

improving his engagement decision, which increases social welfare.
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APPENDIX

Proof for Lemma 1

An injurerʼs cost function, given that he engages in the activity, is

x+ph(x) if h(x)≤y (5)

x+py if h(x)>y. (6)

The first expression is minimized at x=x＊ and the second at x=0 . The injurer chooses x=x＊ if and

only if the expected cost of staying solvent is less than the expected cost of becoming judgment proof:

x＊+ph(x＊)≤py y≤y.

Otherwise, he chooses x=0 upon engagement.16

To verify that these results satisfy the conditions given in (5) and (6), observe that (i) h(x＊)≤y

holds for a solvent individual because h(x＊)<y≤y, and (ii) y<h(0) holds for a judgment-proof individual

because y<y<h(0), where the second inequality follows from

x＊+ph(x＊)<0+ph(0) y<h(0).

Thus, if y≥y, the individual chooses x=x＊ and bears the expected cost of x＊+ph(x＊) upon

engagement; he therefore chooses to engage in the activity if and only if g≥x＊+ph(x＊), which is

socially optimal. If y<y, the individual chooses x=0 and bears the expected cost of py upon

engagement; thus, he may choose to engage in the activity when g∈py, ph(0)), which is socially

undesirable.

Proof for Lemma 2

This follows immediately from expression (1).

Proof for Proposition 1

According to Lemma 2, we can restrict our attention to y∈0, y. (1) To show sufficiency, suppose

ph(0)∈(v, v) . Because v(y) is continuous and strictly increasing in y∈0, y, there exists a unique

y＊∈(0, y) such that ph(0)=v(y＊) . This y＊ is a unique candidate for the interior optimum because we

have from (1)

S′ (y)=py


(ph(0)−g)f(g)dgw(y) (7)

=py


ph(0)f(g)dg−py


gf (g)dgw(y)

=(1−F(py))ph(0)−py


g
f(g)

1−F(py)
dgw(y)

=(1−F(py))(ph(0)−g|g≥py)w(y)
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=(1−F(py))(ph(0)−v(y))w(y)

which is equal to 0 if and only if ph(0)=v(y) . We can exclude corner solutions because S′ (0)>0 and

S′ (y)<0, and therefore y＊ is a unique candidate for the optimum. To show that y＊ satisfies the second

order condition, we have

S′′ (y＊)=−pf (py＊)ph(0)−v(y＊))


0

w(y＊)−v′ (y＊)(1−F(py＊))w(y＊)

+(1−F(py＊))(ph(0)−v(y＊))


0

w′ (y＊)

=−v′ (y＊)(1−F(py＊))w(y＊)

which is negative. Thus, y＊ is a unique optimum.

To show necessity, suppose that y＊∈(0, y) is a unique optimum such that ph(0)=v(y＊) . If

ph(0)≤v, then ph(0)<v(y) for all y∈(0, y) because v(y) is strictly increasing in y . This implies that

S′ (y)<0 for all y∈(0, y) from (7), and therefore y＊∈(0, y) cannot be the solution. Thus, we must have

ph(0)>v . Similarly, if ph(0)≥v, we have ph(0)>v(y) for all y∈(0, y), implying S′ (y)>0 for all

y∈(0, y) from (7), and therefore y＊ cannot be the solution. Thus, we must have ph(0)<v.

(2) (i) Suppose ph(0)≤v . This implies that ph(0)<v(y) for all y∈(0, y . Then we have S′ (y)<0

for all y∈(0, y from (7), and therefore we have y＊=0. To show necessity, suppose ph(0)>v. Then we

have S′ (0)>0 from (7), which is a contradiction to y＊=0 . (ii) Suppose ph(0)≥v . This implies that

ph(0)>v(y) for all y∈0, y) . Then we have S′ (y)>0 for all y∈0, y) from (7), and therefore we have

y＊=y because y＊≤y by Lemma 2. To show necessity, suppose ph(0)<v. Then we have S′ (y)<0 from

(7), which is a contradiction to y＊=y.

Proof for Lemma 3

Let y≥z and fix x and g. If an individual does not purchase insurance coverage, his expected payoff

from engagement is

g+y−x−p⋅miny, h(x). (8)

If he purchases coverage, his expected payoff is

g+y−x−pc−p⋅miny−pc, h(x)−c. (9)

There are two cases:

1. Suppose c≤h(x) . (1) First, consider the case y<h(x), that is, the individual who does not

purchase coverage is judgment proof. Then (8)=g+y−x−py . To determine (9), we need to

consider two cases: (i) y−pc<h(x)−c and (ii) y−pc≥h(x)−c. Under (i), we have (9)=g+y

−x−pc−py+p2c<g+y−x−py=(8) . Under (ii), we have (9)=g+y−x−pc−ph(x)+pc<g
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+y−x−py=(8) . Thus if y<h(x), we have (8)>(9) and therefore the individual does not

purchase insurance coverage. (2) Second, consider the case y≥h(x), that is, the individual who

does not purchase insurance coverage is solvent. We have (8)=g+y−x−ph(x) and

(9)=g+y−x−ph(x) where the second equality holds because y−pc≥h(x)−c . As the

individual is indifferent, we can assume that he does not purchase insurance coverage.

2. Suppose c>h(x) . Then we have (9)=g+y−x−pc+p(c−h(x))=g+y−x−ph(x) which is

smaller than or equal to (8); that is, (8)>(9) when y<h(x) and (8)=(9) when y≥h(x). Thus the

individual does not purchase insurance coverage.

Given that the individual with y≥z does not purchase insurance coverage when engaging in the activity,

that the individual, upon engagement, chooses x=x＊ if y≥y and x=0 otherwise follows from Lemma 1.

If y∈pz, z), the individual must buy coverage c>0 such that y−π+c≥z to engage in the activity.

Fixing g and x, there are two cases:

1. Suppose h(x)≤z . If the individual buys insurance and engages in the activity, his expected

payoff is

g−x+(1−p)(y−pc)+p(y−pc+c−h(x))

which is, after rearranging, equal to g−x+y−ph(x). Thus the individual is indifferent regarding

the level of c>0 as long as it satisfies y−π+c≥z and y≥π, and therefore we can assume that

he will choose c such that y−π+c=z.

2. Suppose h(x)>z . There are three subcases: (i) If the individual chooses c>0 such that

y−pc+c=z, his expected payoff is, after rearranging, equal to g+y−pz−x . (ii) If the

individual chooses c>0 such that y−pc+c∈(z, h(x)), his expected payoff is g+(1−p)(y−pc)

−x. We have

z<y−pc+c

 g+(1−p)(y−pc)−x<g+y−pz−x

which shows that the expected payoff under (ii) is lower than that under (i). (iii) If the

individual chooses c>0 such that y−pc+c≥h(x), his expected payoff is g+y−ph(x)−x . We

have g+y−ph(x)−x<g+y−pz−x because h(x)>z, which shows that the expected payoff

under (iii) is lower than that under (i). Therefore he will choose c>0 such that y−π+c=z.

Thus if y∈pz, z), the individual will choose c>0 such that y−π+c=z when engaging in the activity.

Using this result, the individualʼs expected payoff from buying the minimum insurance coverage and

engaging in the activity is

g+y−ph(x)−x if z≥h(x)

g+y−pz−x if z<h(x)

where the first expression is maximized at x=x＊ and the second at x=0. Thus, upon engagement, the

individual chooses x=x＊ if g+y−ph(x＊)−x＊≥g+y−pz, or equivalently, if z≥y, and x=0 otherwise.

The condition for the first expression above, z≥h(x＊), is satisfied because z≥y>h(x＊) . The condition
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for the second expression above, z<h(0), is satisfied because z<y<h(0). This completes the proof.

If y<pz, the individual cannot satisfy z even after giving up his entire asset for the insurance

premium (i.e., y=π=pc), because y−π+c=c=y/p<z. Thus, he cannot engage in the activity.

Proof for Lemma 4

Consider z′>y . According to Lemma 3, the individuals with assets y≥pz make precaution and

engagement decisions that are socially optimal, whereas the others with assets y<pz cannot engage.

Then, reducing z′ to z′′>y increases social welfare because the individuals with assets y∈pz′′ , pz′ ) are

induced to engage with optimal decisions, and other individuals behave in the same way. Therefore, we

have z＊≤y.

Proof for Lemma 5

From (3) and (4), we have

lim
zy

T(z)=py
y

py


(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)dy

+y


x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy

<py
y

x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy

+y


x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy

=T(y)

which implies that there exists y
∈0, y) such that T(z)<T(y) for z∈(y


, y). Thus, z＊ cannot be in (y


, y).

Without loss of generality, we assume that the regulatory authority prefers z=y when T(y

)=T(y). This

completes the proof.

Proof for Proposition 2

First, suppose ph(0)≤v . Then, according to Proposition 1, we have y＊=0 . As z＊≥0, we have

0=y＊≤z＊.

Second, suppose ph(0)∈(v, v) . Then, according to Proposition 1, we have y＊∈(0, y) such that

ph(0)=v(y＊). From (4), we have

T′ (z)=ppz


(ph(0)−g)f(g)dg


(＊)

w(pz)+p(ph(0)−pz)f(pz)pz
z

w(y)dy

=p(1−F(pz))(ph(0)−v(z))


(＊＊)

w(pz)+p(ph(0)−pz)f(pz)pz
z

w(y)dy (10)

where (＊)=(＊＊) after manipulation as shown in (7). Evaluating T′ (z) at z=y＊ gives us
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T′ (y＊)=p(1−F(py＊))(ph(0)−v(y＊))


0

w(py＊)+p(ph(0)−py＊)f(py＊)py＊
y＊

w(y)dy

which is positive. We also have T′ (z)>0 for all z<y＊ because ph(0)>v(z) for all z<y＊. Therefore, it

must be that z＊>y＊.

Third, suppose ph(0)≥v . Then, according to Proposition 1, we have y＊=y . A similar logic as

before shows that we have T′ (z)>0 for all z<y, and therefore T(z) is increasing. Because we know

lim
zy

T(z)<T(y) from Lemma 5, we have z＊=y.

Proof for Corollary 4

Suppose ph(0)>v(k). It is straightforward to show that a version of Corollary 3 holds and we have

y＊>k. As z＊≥y＊ from Proposition 2, we have z＊>k.

Proof for Proposition 3

First, suppose ph(0)≤v. Then, according to Proposition 1, we have y＊=0. As S(0)=T(0)≤T(z＊),

it is immediate to have S(y＊)≤T(z＊).

Second, suppose ph(0)∈(v, v) . Then, according to Proposition 1, we have y＊∈(0, y) . There are

two cases:

1. See Figure 4 for this case. If y＊∈(0, py, there exists z′≤y such that pz′=y＊, and this z′ will

improve upon y＊ as shown below. First, under z′ , the individuals with y<pz′=y＊ cannot

engage in the activity according to Lemma 3. As these individuals cannot engage under y＊

either, social welfare from this income group is the same under both requirements. Second,

consider the individuals with assets y∈y＊, z′ ). Under z′ , any such individual who engages in

the activity will choose x=0 and bear expenses of pz′ according to Lemma 3. Under y＊, the

same individual chooses x=0 and bears expenses of py. Since py<pz′ , some individuals engage

under y＊ but not under z′ when py<g<pz′ , and these individuals must lower social welfare

under y＊ because g<ph(0) . As other individuals behave in the same way under both

requirements, social welfare from this income group is lower under y＊ . Third, consider the
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individuals with assets y∈z′ , y). They behave in the same way because they choose x=0 and

bear costs of py under both requirements. Hence social welfare from this income group is the

same under both requirements. Finally, the individuals with assets y≥y exert optimal care and

bear full cost of their activity under both y＊ and z′ , generating the same level of social welfare

under both requirements. In sum, social welfare is lower under y＊ than under z′ . Therefore,

social welfare under y＊ must be lower than under z＊.

2. See Figure 5 for this case. If y＊∈(py, y), we should have y＊>pz＊ because z＊≤y. Thus there

exists a range of y (i.e., y∈pz＊, y＊)) such that the individual cannot engage under y＊,

generating 0 social welfare for this group, and engages with x=0 under z＊, generating for this

group social welfare of

pz＊

y＊

pz＊



(g−ph(0))f(g)dgw(y)dy

=(1−F(pz＊))


0

(v(z＊)−ph(0))pz＊

y＊

w(y)dy


0

. (11)

Because ph(0)∈(v, v), according to Proposition 1, we have ph(0)=v(y＊) . Since v(⋅) is

increasing and we have y＊<z＊ from Proposition 2, we have v(z＊)>ph(0) . Thus (11) is

positive, and therefore social welfare from this income group is higher under z＊.

Now consider y∈y＊, z＊) . Under z＊, any such individual who engages in the activity will

choose x=0 and bear expenses of pz＊ according to Lemma 3. Under y＊, the same individual

chooses x=0 and bears expenses of py. Since py<pz＊, some individuals engage under y＊ but

not under z＊ when py<g<pz＊, and these individuals must lower social welfare under y＊

because g<ph(0). As other individuals behave in the same way under both requirements, social

welfare from this income group is higher under z＊. Since all other income groups behave in the

same way under both requirements, we conclude that social welfare is higher under z＊.

Finally, suppose ph(0)≥v . Then we have y=y＊=z＊ according to Proposition 2. Thus from (1)

and (3) we have
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S(y)=y



x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy

T(y)=py



x＊ph(x＊)



(g−(x＊+ph(x＊)))f(g)dgw(y)dy
which shows S(y)<T(y).
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